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About This Game

More chaos, more destruction, more Rufus. Not one, not two, but three Rufuses cause all kinds of crazy mayhem in the long-
awaited adventure comedy Goodbye Deponia!

The Organon plans the destruction of Deponia, the lovely Goal has (once again) disappeared, and anti-hero Rufus just can't
seem to stop getting in his own way.

All inventor and free spirit Rufus wanted to do was to get off the junkyard planet of Deponia and move to Elysium, the paradise
orbiting Deponia as a spaceship reserved for the highest echelons of society. Goal, the ex-Elysian girl that Rufus has fallen head
over heels for, still seems to be the key to his endeavor...and to the elevator that will get him to space. Finally, Rufus has come

up with a seemingly perfect plan.

And yet, everything that could possibly go wrong suddenly does go wrong. Rufus finds himself (initially in disguise) on a
highway cruiser amongst stern-faced officials of the Organon, while Goal goes missing. When Rufus stumbles upon a cloning

machine, he believes to have found his way out. A clone copy is supposed to help him out of his predicament. But an
"inexplicable" error causes complications and Goal slips from our hero's reach once again. Now, he has to solve three major

problems: He needs to find Goal again, reach Elysium and prevent the destruction of the entire planet of Deponia by the hand of
the Organon.

Three problems that only three Rufuses could solve – and thus, the luckless inventor decides to clone himself! This leads to
crazy ramifications for the player: In Goodbye Deponia, the player occasionally needs to control all three Rufuses, using them to

complete tasks together – despite Rufus stumbling over himself so often.
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Goodbye Deponia is the epic conclusion to the Deponia trilogy and sequel to the best German game of 2013 (German Computer
Game Awards).

The award-winning Deponia series comprises of three wacky tales of adventure from the junkyard planet Deponia. These
classic point & click romps not only delight comedy fans and adventure veterans, but also newcomers to the genre. The

humorous Deponia series impresses with beautiful, hand-drawn 2D comic graphics, sarcastic dialogues and plenty of black
humor. It has received numerous press awards, among them the German Computer Game Award (Deutscher

Computerspielpreis) and many other German developer awards.

Key Features

A classic point & click adventure in a unique world, in the tradition of Douglas Adams, Terry Pratchett and Matt
Groening

From the makers of Memoria, Edna & Harvey: The Breakout, A New Beginning and Edna & Harvey: Harvey's New
Eyes

An epic conclusion to the iconic Deponia series

Unique comic style with hand-drawn HD 2D graphics

Cutscenes set to music with lovingly realized animations
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Title: Goodbye Deponia
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Daedalic Entertainment
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8

Processor: 2.5 GHz Single Core Processor or 2 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 compatible with 256 MB RAM (Shared Memory is not recommended)

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse

English,German,Russian,French,Polish,Italian
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AI-T01kOY6Y

The primary reason I picked this up was to test out the locomotion. For those that do not get motion sickness, it's nice to have a
variety of ways to play and have experiences other than just teleportation. In that regard, I like it. I saw one other review stating
this being a good "proof of concept". I would agree with that in its current state. To me testing out the controls accomplished
what I set out to experience with this game.

From an actual game perspective, there is a lot of potential but isn't there just yet. I'm keeping this game to support the
developer(s) as I like where they are going with this. To me this can\/could feel like a Mirror's Edge type game in the first
person. From a software standpoint, the graphics are very basic and gameplay is quite glitchy. Not all people will have the issues
I did but for me, getting the mechanics down of the controls I have not mastered well enough for a seamless and completely
enjoyable experience as I will need a lot more practice. Some games I can pick up and go but this one I had a lot of trouble. It
took me over 7 and a half minutes to beat level 2. :) I only state that as there may be others that find themselves fumbling
around and getting stuck at parts without practice.

The glitches I experienced were not show stoppers per say as the most obvious one was in the beginning before level 1. On level
2, I'd often get "stuck" on a red pole as the grips would not release when I try to jump off and would take a few tries to finally
get it but then fall to the base and must start over. I'd also find myself launching myself from the red "rocks" vaulting up and
over the top and having to start the level over many times as well.

I see a lot of potential for this game and I'm sure many people who get the gameplay mechanics down will have a blast. It's a fun
experience even if it is short lived. And for the single digit price point at a cost less than most fast food meals, it's worth giving
it a shot if you enjoy motion controlled based games.

Video Timeline Info:
00:00 \u2013 Intro
00:31 \u2013 Forewarning on what you\u2019re about to see\u2026
01:40 \u2013 Glitch \u2013 Pre-level 1
02:40 \u2013 Pre-Level 1 (after glitch reset)
03:20 \u2013 Level 1 Gameplay
05:40 \u2013 Level 2 Gameplay
08:50 \u2013 Level 3 Gameplay
10:18 \u2013 Level 4 Gameplay
11:08 \u2013 Level 5 Gameplay
13:17 \u2013 Level 6 Gameplay. This thing is the other side of the coin to things like the PMDG 737 NGX. It's simplicity is
what makes it a challenge, and it does everything well. I highly suggest this for anyone who wants to put the FMS aside and try
flying with nothing more than a map, a compass and a stopwatch.

If you're concerned about VATSIM, it does come with a radio!

(Hint for VATSIM users, for this to work right edit your default flight to set GeneratorSwitch=True and BatterySwitch=True or
the radio won't work, even if you set the plane to Cold and Dark using the menu). If not one of the very first PC games that
brought in the 3D Third person shooter genre. A classic game that is very underrated by people who played other shooters like
Doom II or Half-Life 1. You play as Kurt the guy in the tight black suit with a one handed arm chain gun. Your mission is to
stop an alien race from invading a futuristic looking planet Earth. Cause mayhem with a variety of different weapons and go
through obstacles and platforms to progress further into the game. The graphics are pretty old but if you are looking to enjoy
playing a good classic video game without flashy graphics this maybe the game for you.. No, don't buy this, it adds minor things
like, policies that affect only 1 thing, MANY OF THOSE, imagine a policy that only cost 2 PC, but only decreses card usage by
a bit, the only thing cool here, (listen to me) THE ONLY THING COOL HERE, is the business start up program, and the young
entreprenur scheme, only 2-3 COOL POLICIES, for 4.99 don't buy this, the only down side is that you need this to have some
mods, but if you dont want to spend money and if you dont like the game as much, this dlc will not make you change your
oppinion!
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3\/10 ----- Only for the mods and for the business..... Second step on stairs is missing the front edge. Can see right through it. It's
in a .MDL file so I can't find a way to edit it in Blender.. Obviously very early on in development, the game has a lot of potential
and is a lot of fun.

Currently, it only really seems to have one finished map but it looks like the second one is almost done (just missing cameras).

The goal of this game depends on what team you're on. You're either one of the coppers or a robber.

As a robber you try to get away with a successful heist. You win if you get to a getaway helicopter with 40,000 buckaroos or if
the police mess up and shoot a civilian. You lose if you get shot or time runs out (it resets when you pick up money).

As a cop, you try to catch (shoot) the conniving culprit coveting your banks currency. You win if you shut down the thief before
they escape and complete a successful heist and you lose if you lose both your lives in the attempt or lose your job after shooting
a civilian (this part I find unrealistic. The facing consequences for your actions part).

Each of these team roles has various abilities and in the cases modifier masks on top of those various classes.

Modifier masks change things like jump height and armour and will reveal your intents to be malicious upon their donning.
They are modifiers so while they are neat and add variety, they add nowhere near the amount of the class roles offered.

The various classes actually change the way you play completely. From the spy as a copper where you can pretend to be a
civilian, hiding in plain sight and flipping the script on the nefarious nerdowells to the hacker robber class, letting you see
through the various cameras the bank thought would be antithetical to the act you attempt to commit.

Balance wise, some classes seem vastly more useful than others (the Heavy class for instance has a helicopter rescue that doesn't
seem all that useful on current maps), but I imagine they will all find their places when the game gets more maps finished.

As for cops vs robbers balance, Im still undecided. At first without really paying too close attention to how the mechanisms
worked, it seemed almost impossible for the robber to get away successfully, but once you get to grips with how things work, Id
almost say thats the easier role.

As for player base, currently, if you're playing at prime time for your region, you might just be able to find someone to play
against 1v1, but obviously being a brand new game, that's clearly not finished, its best if you at the very least buy it for yourself
and a buddy where it'll be good fun for quite a while.

Some other small thoughts about the game: While given its rather light on resources aesthetics, it performs excellently probably
even on a toaster (though Im running on a 1070\/7700k both oced), has the minor problem of not allowing me to switch to my
other monitor with the dual setup that I have. It seems to lock your cursor in even when out of focus.

Another small annoyance is that the button to change team chat to all chat (which the game has (text chat), also opens up the
chat window which is just sort of cumbersome.

Otherwise, even if the game was to stop being developed today, right now(2018-06-17) (though it doesn't look like that'll be the
case), id say its easily worth the price of a couple bucks for the amount of fun you'll get out of it.

Be sure to play through the tutorial or you'll wind up confused butting around with the controls for longer than you really need to
be. The tutorial is so short you'll feel like a muppet for not having done it first.. Ok... Bought it, kinda hyped and Schit...

Create account: Steam refuses connection. "uhu..... erm...."

Check Forums... Oh nice... The Devs left the sinking ship before it even got hit by a freakn iceberg.... God damn. Why is Steam
still selling this? There is no game. I mean, literally, no game just the loading screen.
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Refund, thanks.. Please consult your doctor before taking ibb & obb
Side effects may include puzzle-like confusion and a strong urge to play other games

Nah, JK. It's ok. We just didn't have the chops for this one. It's pretty tough.
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best DLC ever would buy again. Tower Hunter: Erza's Trial is VERY much an early access title. From the bugs to the hilariously
bad english translations (almost worth it alone for those), this game has a lot of work ahead of it. After playing just under 2
hours of this game, I realized something. With its current trajectory, I'm really worried that it's trying too hard to clone Dead
Cells. Don't get me wrong, Dead Cells is a fantastic metroid-vania roguelike...but that game spent almost a year in Early Access,
to finally release in a really good state. I'm worried that the ~10 month projected early access period for this game will (at best)
pump out a game SO similar to Dead Cells that I understood most of the game mechanics without being able to parse the broken
english translations.

At worst, this game feels clunky...with many of the problems that I had being based in timing and animation speeds (falling at
light speed, no double jump, really wonky physics with the diagonal down kick, NO MANTLING LEDGES?!). I'll try to make
a comprehensive list below.

PROS:
--Beautiful art style
--Runs extremely well (i7-7700k, 32gb ram, 1080ti)
--Decent story take that kind of mashes Dead Cells and Let It Die (side scroller with tower to climb)
--Neat mechanics (the blinding spore clouds in area 2 are actually pretty clever!)

CONS:
--Really weird jumps. The upward motion feels floaty, then it feels like someone tied a boulder to your feet.
--NO MANTLING?! Why have wall jumping and such if you can't grab onto ledges and climb up? I actually stopped going into
secret areas that you have to break through the floor for, because getting out was SO bad.
--Enemy AI...just in general. Sometimes I would notice enemies matching my key inputs, they would sit at the top of ledges I
was trying to wall jump up to, and so on and so on.
--The shield barrier equipment item. I got to level 2-5 (although I have no idea how the levels are numbered) strictly on putting
that shield up (which stops enemy movement and blocks ALL attacks) and attacking enemies through it. Horribly broken. Also,
its duration is the same as its cooldown. So you can have it up 100% of the time.
--Feels like you HAVE to do crap runs with no purchased upgrades if you want to progress. Permanent upgrades are rough
enough to get, but spending 80% of your crystals to get a weapon that all just poofs when you die 5 minutes later feels really
bad. Of ALL the things this game stole from Dead Cells, why not take the two types of currency (gold for spending, cells for
upgrading)?
--Bone Skellies. They throw their bones through walls. Even if you're not anywhere near able to get near them. I guess this goes
along with enemy AI though. Don't let them see you until you've had line of sight on them at least once.

Bottom line, this could be a damn good game one day...and I hope it becomes that. I think it's more than adding more weapons,
items, and upgrades. This game needs seriously medical attention to recover from the day one wounds it's suffered. It's twice as
hard to make a good game when most of the mechanics are directly taken from another game (that just went full release under a
month ago), but I'm going to keep my eye on this one just because of how much I adore the art style and type of game.
Hopefully I can re-write this in a year with a thumbs up. Nothing would make me happier.
. It's fun! I feel like in most games like this, you're looking to constantly tweek and adjust your farm\/workshop\/brothel to
reach maximum efficiency. My Time at Portia constantly adds new requirements to your tasks, so you're always having to learn
new things in order to keep up. It can be a bit overwhelming at times and I don't think there's any shame in using a wiki on this
one (I make fertilizer in my blender? ok), but it's been a good experience overall. The world also feels very fleshed out, there's
alot of little character bits hidden around. You can also challenge old lady's to sparring matches, which is a nice touch..
Awesome DLC, totally worth.. i mean if you like the game buy it they nead to make money some how on a free to play game
and its not expensive at all.
+ suporting the devs making them want to update the game and kontinue. I rode Jumbo 2 to victory and appeased the monkey
gods 10\/10. Overall, this was a good story, hence my positive recommendation, but there is a caveat to that.

But first I'll start with the good points:
- Very well written, I actually felt the player character was exceedingly well done in everything except the fact she's a walking
encyclopedia / sherlock holmes knockoff. I found I disliked a good portion of the other characters for one reason or another
with the exception being Mayuri.
- Fairly relaxing to read, meaning that there isn't an extreme amount of drama going on as there is in the VN's I normally play so
it was a nice difference and I found myself laughing along with the story.
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- Amazingly beautiful. The art and soundtrack are honestly the best I've heard in a while and I found myself sitting at the main
menu just to listen to the music at times.

Now onto the things I disliked:
- True ending: First I'd like to admit I haven't actually finished this route personally. I got to a certain point and the massive
amounts of foreshadowing turned me off from what was, up until then, essentially a happy, fluffy, mystery / romance novel. I
get that it's only part 1 of 4, but I feel sort of cheated that this story (at least from what I've read around the net) doesn't have a
happy true ending where most VN's I've played have both a true end, and a happy end for those who dislike unfinished business.
- Forced relationship: Up until a certain point, I had liked both the main heroines as potential candidates for the love interest.
However, after choosing a route and playing along for a while, one specific event (where Rikka blackmails you by threatening to
reveal Mayuri's secret) has caused me to lose interest in completing the route for the secondary heroine. I understand that it
makes sense given the social dynamics at the time, but that didn't help the loss of respect for what is otherwise supposed to be a
respectable character.
- Main route heroine absent: For a good portion of the story, the heroine you are pursuing is simply absent, or not playing a
major role. Sure there are scenes with them here and there, but I felt that they were oddly absent in their own route in
comparison to the secondary heroine, who seemed much more present throughout. What I mean by this is that at times, I'd
wonder whether I picked a wrong choice that put me on a different path, especially due to the social dynamic between Rikka
and the player character in comparison to Mayuri.

There's probably more specifics that I disliked than I've written here, but these few are the ones that really stuck out to me and
detracted from my opinion of the game. I may return to finish it another time, but until I know how the larger story ends and
whether or not Suoh and Mayuri work out, I most likely won't.

Happy End Tip: If you want to avoid anything to do with the "not so happy" ending, just stop after the confession cg where they
kiss, and BANG! Happy ending!
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